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Vascular plants transport water under negative pressure without constantly creating gas bubbles that would disable their
hydraulic systems. Attempts to replicate this feat in artificial systems almost invariably result in bubble formation, except under
highly controlled conditions with pure water and only hydrophilic surfaces present. In theory, conditions in the xylem should
favor bubble nucleation even more: there are millions of conduits with at least some hydrophobic surfaces, and xylem sap is
saturated or sometimes supersaturated with atmospheric gas and may contain surface-active molecules that can lower surface
tension. So how do plants transport water under negative pressure? Here, we show that angiosperm xylem contains abundant
hydrophobic surfaces as well as insoluble lipid surfactants, including phospholipids, and proteins, a composition similar to
pulmonary surfactants. Lipid surfactants were found in xylem sap and as nanoparticles under transmission electron microscopy
in pores of intervessel pit membranes and deposited on vessel wall surfaces. Nanoparticles observed in xylem sap via
nanoparticle-tracking analysis included surfactant-coated nanobubbles when examined by freeze-fracture electron microscopy.
Based on their fracture behavior, this technique is able to distinguish between dense-core particles, liquid-filled, bilayer-coated
vesicles/liposomes, and gas-filled bubbles. Xylem surfactants showed strong surface activity that reduces surface tension to low
values when concentrated as they are in pit membrane pores. We hypothesize that xylem surfactants support water transport
under negative pressure as explained by the cohesion-tension theory by coating hydrophobic surfaces and nanobubbles, thereby
keeping the latter below the critical size at which bubbles would expand to form embolisms.

Vascular plants are the only organisms on Earth that
transport water and nutrients under negative pressure.
This negative pressure is hypothesized to be generated
by the surface tension of capillary menisci in the
nanopores of fibrous, cellulosic cell walls, mostly of the
leaves, from which water evaporates into intercellular
spaces and then moves as water vapor through stomata
into the atmosphere, driven by strong, solar-powered
humidity gradients. The cell walls are hydraulically

connected to the rest of the plant’s hydraulic system,
which mainly consists of xylem tissue. Negative pres-
sure created in evaporating walls drives sap flow in the
xylem from roots to leaves due to strong cohesion be-
tween water molecules, which results in a water po-
tential gradient (Askenasy, 1895; Dixon and Joly, 1895).
This is the cohesion-tension theory of water transport
(Pickard, 1981; Steudle, 2001). It would take at least
21MPa of pressure in the leaves tomovewater up to the
top of a 100-m-tall tree against gravity and more than
that to overcome friction along the hydraulic pathway
(Scholander et al., 1965; Koch et al., 2004).

While it is clear from physical principles and exper-
imental microfluidic systems that evaporation from
nanopores can create large negative pressures (Wheeler
and Stroock, 2008; Vincent et al., 2012; Lamb et al., 2015;
Lee et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2016), it remains unknown
how plants can use this negative pressure to transport
water through their xylem without constantly creating
bubbles in the system (Jansen and Schenk, 2015), es-
pecially considering that xylem is highly complex, with
many different surfaces and containing large amounts
of gas (Gartner et al., 2004). Themost successful attempt
to mimic this process in an engineered system under
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extremely controlled conditions managed to create
several MPa of negative pressure in a single 3-cm-long
hydrophilic microchannel (Wheeler and Stroock, 2008),
but most other attempts have resulted in bubbles at
much less negative pressures (Smith, 1994). Moreover,
xylem sap has been found to be saturated or even su-
persaturated with atmospheric gas (Schenk et al., 2016),
and gas supersaturation vastly increases the probability
of bubble nucleation (Weathersby et al., 1982; Lubetkin,
2003), especially on rough hydrophobic surfaces (Ryan
and Hemmingsen, 1998).

Bubbles in negative pressure systems most likely do
not form through homogenous nucleation, because
pure water has great tensile strength and can withstand
negative pressures down to below 222 MPa under
highly controlled stationary conditions (Dixon, 1914a;
Briggs, 1950; Sedgewick and Trevena, 1976; Wheeler
and Stroock, 2009; Chen et al., 2016). Bubbles are much
more likely to form through heterogenous nucleation
on particles or rough and hydrophobic surfaces (Crum,
1982; Wheeler and Stroock, 2009; Hedges and White-
lam, 2012; Rasmussen et al., 2012; Cho et al., 2015). The
energy barrier Ehet that has to be overcome to create a
bubble through heterogenous nucleation is largely a
function of surface tension (g), which may be dynamic
in the presence of surfactants and then dependent on
surfactant concentrations, the contact angle between
the liquid and solid phase (w), and the liquid pressure
(Pl); it is given by the equation:

Ehet ¼ 16pg3

3ðPl 2PvÞ2
3

��
2þ 3  cosw2 cos3w

�
=4

� ð1Þ

(Blander and Katz, 1975; Khurana et al., 1998; Chen
et al., 2016), where Pv is the water vapor pressure at
the same chemical potential as the liquid at Pl. The first
term on the right side of the equation is the energy bar-
rier for homogenous nucleation, and the second term
represents the effect of the contact angle on heteroge-
nous nucleation. The likelihood of heterogenous nucle-
ation as a function of liquid pressure depends further
on the volume of the liquid phase and the area and
geometry of the surface (Blander and Katz, 1975;
Khurana et al., 1998; Wheeler and Stroock, 2009;
Hedges and Whitelam, 2012). As a cubic term, surface
tension (g) has by far the strongest effect on the energy
barrier of nucleation at a given liquid pressure. Contact
angles above 0° (completely hydrophilic) reduce the
energy barrier for heterogenous nucleation (e.g. by
half for w = 90°). Hydrophobic surfaces attract surface
nanobubbles (Borkent et al., 2007; Craig, 2011; Lohse
and Zhang, 2015), which can potentially expand
under negative pressure to block entire conduits as
embolisms.

Another source of bubble formation in xylem is
so-called air seeding, by which bubbles enter through
the nanopores of cellulosic pit membranes from a gas-
filled into a sap-filled conduit (Tyree and Zimmermann,
2002; Schenk et al., 2015). The pressure difference DPbp

required to force a bubble through a porous membrane
is a function of the smallest radiusRp of themembrane’s
largest pore:

DPbp ¼ k 2  g cosw
�
Rp ð2Þ

(Schenk et al., 2015), with DPbp = Pg + Pv – Pl, where Pg is
the gas pressure and k is a dimensionless pore shape cor-
rection factor that can range between 0 and 1 (Emory, 1989;
US EPA Office of Water, 2005). As for nucleation, surface
tension (g) and contact angle (w) are important factors for
bubble formation through air seeding, and both may be
variable and depend on the nature and local concentration
of surfactants. Although air seeding is commonly referred
to as cavitation in the plant biology literature, it does not
involve the formation of a cavitation void in sap and is
simply the expansion of an existing bubble.

Bubble formation is such a serious problem for neg-
ative pressure systems that the existence of negative
pressure in plant xylem has been questioned from the
time it was first proposed until today (Schwendener,
1892; Bose, 1923; Peirce, 1936; Amin, 1982; Smith, 1994;
Canny, 1995; Zimmermann et al., 2004; Laschimke
et al., 2006). Yet, the circumstantial evidence for large
negative pressure in plants, in some cases down to 28
MPa and below, is overwhelming (Angeles et al., 2004;
Choat et al., 2012). This includes the observation that
water is rapidly pulled into xylem when stems are cut
and that it takes very large positive balancing pres-
sures to force that water back up to the cut surface
(Scholander et al., 1965). It also includes the fact that
plant stems can be spun in centrifuges to create negative
pressures artificially without forming embolisms until
the sap in the stems approaches substantial negative
pressure conditions (Holbrook et al., 1995; Pockman
et al., 1995). Psychrometric chambers attached to and in
equilibriumwith functioning xylem also provide strong
evidence for negative xylem pressure (Dixon and Tyree,
1984). Most importantly, the observation that plants in
dry environments can take up water from soils with
water potentials much lower than22 MPa requires the
existence of even lower water potentials in plants.
However, all of this evidence is circumstantial. Direct
measurements of strong negative pressure in individ-
ual xylem conduits using pressure probes proved to be
impossible, because the insertion of a probe through the
cell wall invariably creates leaks and nucleation sites
(Wei et al., 2001). Despite all this evidence, the question
that is at the root of the long-standing debate about the
cohesion-tension theory remains valid: how can plants
transport water under negative pressure?

The most widely accepted answer to that question
has been that the very high surface tension of pure
water prevents bubbles from entering through nano-
pores of cell walls, including pit membranes that sep-
arate xylem conduits (Tyree and Zimmermann, 2002). If
this explanation were correct, if bubbles also could
be kept out of the system during the formation of
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functional xylem, and if surface nanobubbles were
prevented by highly hydrophilic conduit walls, then it
would appear to be possible to maintain a bubble-free
xylem (Oertli, 1971). That explanation, however, is
challenged by two facts: (1) xylem conduit walls
do have some hydrophobic surfaces and cell wall
irregularities (e.g. thickenings, warts, crevices, etc.;
Laschimke, 1989; Kohonen, 2006; McCully et al., 2014),
which could act as bubble nucleation sites; and (2)
surface tension-lowering surfactants have been found
in xylem sap (Christensen-Dalsgaard et al., 2011). In
this study, we addressed these two apparent contra-
dictions to the cohesion-tension theory by testing them
for five plant species from five major angiosperm
clades.
Of course, it is well known that xylem walls contain

hydrophobic lignin, but there has been surprisingly
little investigation of the surface properties of xylem
conduits. Hydrophobic properties of xylem conduit
walls have been shown by contact angles between
menisci of sap or water and wall surfaces that deviate
substantially from zero (Zwieniecki and Holbrook,
2000; Kohonen, 2006; Brodersen et al., 2010; McCully
et al., 2014) and based on probes used to characterize
wall surface properties (McCully et al., 2014). The evi-
dence for xylem surfactants also should not have come
as a surprise, because it is well known that xylem sap
contains a large variety of molecules with potential
surface-active properties, such as many different pro-
teins (Buhtz et al., 2004; Dafoe and Constabel, 2009;
Krishnan et al., 2011; Ligat et al., 2011; Zhang et al.,
2015), glycoproteins (Iwai et al., 2003), and possibly
phospholipids, which have been found in apoplastic
fluid but not specifically in xylem sap to date (Gonorazky
et al., 2012).
Recently, two hypotheses have been offered to ex-

plain these apparent challenges to the cohesion-tension
theory. One of these proposes that xylem surfactants
may not increase the likelihood of embolism formation
but instead may coat bubbles and, due to low surface
tension, substantially decrease the size of bubbles that

form under negative pressure, thereby allowing them
to remain smaller than the critical size at which pure gas
bubbles become unstable under negative pressure
(Schenk et al., 2015). The other theory proposes that
xylem surfactants may coat hydrophobic surfaces and
thereby render them hydrophilic (McCully et al., 2014).
Both rely on the presence of surfactants in xylem, but
currently there is direct evidence for xylem surfactants
only for one species, Populus tremuloides (Christensen-
Dalsgaard et al., 2011). More evidence for xylem
surfactants is urgently needed before their possible
functions in xylem can be evaluated.

This study was designed to test for hydrophobic
vessel surfaces and surfactants in xylem of plant species
from five major angiosperm clades. Xylem sap was
tested for proteins and amphiphilic lipids, including
phospholipids, as well as for evidence of surfactant-
coated nanobubbles using nanoparticle-tracking anal-
ysis (Saveyn et al., 2010) and freeze-fracture electron
microscopy (ff-EM; Papahadjopoulos-Sternberg, 2010).
Surfactant properties of xylem sap residue were deter-
mined using constrained drop surfactometry (Valle
et al., 2014). Locations of surfactant nanoparticles in
xylem were examined via transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM).

RESULTS

Intervessel surfaces were probed with amphiphilic
FM1-43 dye, which fluoresces yellow when excited
with green light while binding to hydrophobic surfaces
or to the hydrophobic portions of amphiphilic mole-
cules. Vessel surfaces of all five angiosperm spe-
cies showed distinct spatial patterns of fluorescence,
reflecting different degrees of hydrophobicity (Fig. 1,
A–E). Pit borders were generally more hydrophobic
than other vessel surfaces, and the pit aperture rims
were most brightly fluorescent in all species. All vessel
wall surfaces were much more strongly fluorescent
with FM1-43 than cell walls in adjacent phloem, which

Figure 1. Intervessel walls with bordered
pits and apertures in wood imaged by
confocal microscopy with FM1-43 fluo-
rescent dye to mark hydrophobic and am-
phiphilic surfaces (yellow color; A–E) and
lignin autofluorescence (bright color, with
darker blue indicating weakly lignified
walls; F–J) under excitation at 405 nm. A
and F, Liriodendron tulipifera. B and G,
Triadica sebifera. C and H, Geijera parvi-
flora. D and I, Distictis buccinatoria. E and
J, Encelia farinosa. Bar = 10 mm for all
images.
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showed either very little or no fluorescence at all (data
not shown), indicating that FM1-43 does not react with
cellulose, as expected. The autofluorescence of lignin
showed an almost exactly complementary pattern to
FM1-43 (Fig. 1, F–J), suggesting that the hydrophobic
surfaces detected by FM1-43 were not lignified. Most
lignin was detected in vessel walls between pit borders,
with pit borders and aperture rims showing less indi-
cation of lignins. The different fluorescence signals may
come from different depths in the cell wall, but, taken
together, these findings show that vessel walls of all
species were clearly partially hydrophobic.

When probing lyophilized xylem sap residues for
surfactants with fluorescent dyes, they tested positive
for amphiphilic lipids (Fig. 2, A–D) and for proteins
(Fig. 2, E–H). Small amounts of lipids and proteins were
contributed to these samples from living cells at the cut

xylem surface, but the degree of contamination was
very low, and control samples contained far fewer
proteins and amphiphilic lipids (Supplemental Figs.
S1–S4). A few samples from both xylem sap and con-
tamination controls contained small traces of cellulose,
presumably cell wall debris, but fluorescence of the
cellulose stain Direct Red 23 was so low that the images
were essentially black (data not shown). Traces of DNA
from cut parenchyma cells were even lower, and hardly
any fluorescence of xylem sap or contamination control
samples was detected with SYTOX Green Dead Cell
Stain (data not shown). Concentrations of choline-
containing phospholipids in xylem sap (Table I)
ranged from 0.5mML21 forD. buccinatoria to 1.36mML21

for G. parviflora (after correcting for cell contamination).
TEM revealed highly electron-transparent inter-

conduit (including intervessel and intertracheid) pit
membranes in samples of all five species studied that
were only fixated with glutaraldehyde, which readily
cross-links proteins (Fig. 3, A–E). This means that the
pit membranes were difficult to detect due to their poor
contrast within a bordered pit pair. Poststaining with
uranyl acetate, which strongly stains proteins, followed
by lead citrate, which binds to negatively charged
groups such as hydroxyl and also membranes, im-
proved the contrast of pit membranes slightly, although
most remained rather transparent (Fig. 3, F–J). Post-
staining showed minor differences across species
and within a single TEM section (Fig. 3, H and I)
and sometimes revealed dirt stain precipitates in non-
tissue areas (Fig. 3I) compared with samples without
poststaining.

In contrast, samples fixated with glutaraldehyde and
osmium tetroxide (OsO4) showed dark, electron-dense
nanoparticles associated with intervessel pit mem-
branes (Fig. 3, K–S), pit borders (Fig. 3, K–O), at pit
aperture rims (Fig. 3O), inner vessel walls (Fig. 3N), and
pit canals (Fig. 3T). There was considerable variation in
the electron density among the species studied but also
within a single species (Fig. 3, N and S). The dark par-
ticles did not consist solely of polysaccharides or pro-
teins, because neither of these molecules has high
electron density under TEM. Because OsO4 binds
mainly to carbon double bonds in unsaturated fatty
acid chains (Riemersma, 1968), the nanoparticles most
likely consist of the same amphiphilic lipids detected in
xylem sap (Fig. 2, A–D) and may be denatured aggre-
gates that result when lipid micelles are subjected to the
drying pretreatment that is necessary for TEM. At a
high magnification, the particles appeared variable in
shape, from linear and rod like to larger, snowflake and
circular agglomerations (Fig. 3, P and Q). Most dark
particles were smaller than 40 nm in diameter, but they
also formed some larger, spherical aggregates embed-
ded within intervessel pit membranes (Fig. 3, G and R)
and were found on the outermost layers of a pit mem-
brane (Fig. 3, K, M, P, and Q) and in a pit canal (Fig. 3T).
Particles with an apparent dark coating clinging on the
inner vessel wall were typically half-spherical and
common in samples of all species (Fig. 3U). The

Figure 2. Evidence for amphiphilic molecules in xylem sap. Lyophi-
lized xylem sap residue imaged in water by fluorescence microscopy
from T. sebifera (A and B), G. parviflora (C and D), D. buccinatoria
(E and F), and E. farinosa (G and H). A, C, E, and G, With FM 4-64;
amphiphilic lipids in red. B, D, F, and H,With NanoOrange; proteins in
yellow-orange. For controls, see Supplemental Figures S1 to S4. Bar =
100 mm for all images.
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outermost pit membrane layers in D. buccinatoria (Fig.
3, K and P) and T. sebifera (Fig. 3O) were more electron
dense than the inner layers. The innermost layers of the
pit membrane in L. tulipifera (Fig. 3, N and S) also were
more electron transparent than the outermost layers.
Poststaining of TEM samples that were fixated with
glutaraldehyde and OsO4 showed similar results as
sections without poststaining, with little or no addi-
tional contrast enhancement of the pit membranes (data
not shown).
The dark nanoparticles caused by OsO4 staining only

became visible in developing pit membranes after cell
death (Fig. 4). In L. tulipifera, following the autolytic
enzymatic removal of noncellulosic materials (Fig. 4, B
and F), nanoparticles were arranged in a more or less
regular, linear pattern but showed considerable varia-
tion in their density, suggesting a locally compact or
loose microfibril arrangement (Fig. 4, C and D). Com-
pression of the pit membrane in wood from the previ-
ous year’s growth ring resulted in a thin pit membrane
with distinctive dark layers on both sides of intervessel
pit membranes (Fig. 4E). Dark OsO4 staining also is
visible on the walls of pit borders and vessel walls (Fig.
4, F–H, black double arrows) but is absent in a vessel
element that has not fully differentiated yet (Fig. 4F,
white arrows).
Vessel-associated parenchyma cells showed half-

bordered pits with a dark, granular material, a
so-called black cap (Schaffer and Wisniewski, 1989;
Wisniewski et al., 1991), on the vessel side of many
vessel-parenchyma pit membranes (Fig. 5), with many
dark vesicles evident in the cytoplasm bordering the
protective (or amorphous) layer on the parenchyma
side (Fig. 5B). These vesicles also were observed across
the plasma membrane while entering the first layers of
the protective layer.
The surface tension of xylem surfactants was mea-

sured in vitro at much higher concentration than found
in xylem sap, because surfactant nanoparticles are far
more concentrated in pit membrane pores than in sap
(Figs. 3, K–S, and 4), and pit membranes are typically
the interface between the gas and liquid phases in

xylem. Xylem surfactants were concentrated by ly-
ophilizing sap from D. buccinatoria and G. parviflora,
and their dynamic surface activity was determined via
constrained drop surfactometry (Valle et al., 2015). Both
possessed strong surface activity (Fig. 6) that reached
surface tension values below 5 mJ m22 when the
adsorbed xylem surfactant films were contracted, sim-
ilar to the behavior of pulmonary surfactants, which
also consist of amphiphilic lipids and proteins (Zuo
et al., 2008; Parra and Pérez-Gil, 2015). Lyophilized cell
contamination residue in control samples did not show
this surface tension-reducing capacity, except for a very
weak effect at maximum surface contraction (Fig. 6).

Using nanoparticle-tracking analysis (Saveyn et al.,
2010), substantial nanoparticle concentrations (between
136 and 581 nL21) below 300-nm radius were found in
xylem sap of all five plant species tested (Fig. 7; Table I;
Supplemental Movie S1), with diameter modes be-
tween 85 and 218 nm (Table I). Cell contamination
controls contained much lower concentrations (be-
tween 22 and 88 nL21; Table I). Nanoparticle concen-
trations and size distributions in freshly extracted
xylem sap were stable at least for several days
when refrigerated (data not shown). The nanoparticles
were found to be negatively charged, with z-potentials
of 219.3 mV (SD 0.5) for G. parviflora and 236.1 mV
(SD 2) for D. buccinatoria. These charges would provide
moderate stability to the particles by causing nano-
particle repulsion and reducing the likelihood of coa-
lescence and are in the range observed for nanobubbles
in water (Ushikubo et al., 2010).

ff-EM of xylem sap of G. parviflora displayed coated
nanobubbles ranging from 30 to 300 nm in diameter,
with an average of 210 nm (Fig. 8). These nanobubbles
show cross-fracture behavior revealing white inner gas
volumes (Pt/C-free areas) and dark, Pt/C-decorated
surfactant shells, which appear wrinkled and de-
flated. The surfactant shells are mostly chopped off
from the original concave bubble depressions during
the ff-EM process. They are observed partially still
overlapping with the bubble depressions, as seen in
Figure 8, B and C, or shifted away from the holes

Table I. Characteristics of extracted xylem sap, including concentrations of choline-containing phospholipids and nanoparticles in five angiosperm
species

Cell contamination controls were taken from the cleaned, cut xylem surface. Phospholipid concentrations were based on a phospholipid assay kit,
while nanoparticle concentrations and diameter were measured with a NanoSight LM10-HS instrument. While most of the nanoparticles are likely to
represent nanobubbles, the NanoSight instrument does not allow us to determine the exact nature of the particles measured. All data are means of
four samples 6 SE. Because nanobubble size distributions are skewed (Fig. 6B), diameter modes are listed in addition to means.

Species

Phospholipid Concentration Nanoparticle Concentration Nanoparticle Diameter

Mean Mean Mean Mode

Sap Control Sap Control Sap Control Sap Control

mM L21 nL21 nm nm
L. tulipifera 0.85 6 0.06 0.13 6 0.13 136 6 48 62 6 17 278 6 24 301 6 33 218 6 28 268 6 43
T. sebifera 1.46 6 0.23 0.08 6 0.05 581 6 46 31 6 10 172 6 19 235 6 7 101 6 29 160 6 58
G. parviflora 1.45 6 0.38 0.40 6 0.18 454 6 50 22 6 11 236 6 14 220 6 58 180 6 5 164 6 15
D. buccinatoria 0.54 6 0.11 0.04 6 0.01 419 6 138 88 6 45 149 6 24 126 6 12 85 6 13 82 6 25
E. farinosa 1.92 6 0.45 0.00 6 0.01 467 6 56 68 6 10 158 6 32 387 6 66 93 6 24 287 6 23
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Figure 3. TEM images of transverse sections showing bordered, intervessel pits and their pit membranes after fixation with
glutaraldehyde (A–E), fixation with glutaraldehyde and poststaining with uranyl acetate and lead citrate (F–J and U), and fixation
with glutaraldehyde and OsO4 (K–T). All images have an axial orientation. Triangles point to pit membranes that are electron
transparent. No clear pit membrane can be seen after fixation with glutaraldehyde (A–E). Slightly improved contrast of the pit
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(Fig. 8A). The lack of clear Pt shadowing in most bubble
depressions clearly shows that the coats were still in the
depressions during Pt shadowing andmust have shifted
afterward. At higher magnification, parts of surfactant
shells, originally stabilizing the nanobubbles, also were
detected as Pt/C-decorated rims at the periphery of the
circular bubble cores (Fig. 8, B and C). The thickness of
the basic surfactant shells, coating the bubbles, is about
2 nm, which is the resolution limit of this technique for
periodical structures. Furthermore, a thicker but fussy
layer is observed in addition to the basic surfactant
monolayer. This unique glycocalyx-type fine structure is
composed of fine white lines, stretching outward up to
120 to 130 nm in some cases (Fig. 8C). The coated
nanobubbles reflect the same size range as found via
nanoparticle-tracking analysis (Fig. 7B).

DISCUSSION

The findings of this study provide strong support
both for the existence of hydrophobic surfaces in vessels
and for substantial amounts of lipid-based surfactants
in xylem of all five species tested. Xylem sap proteins
also were detected in all five species, and some of these
may have surface-active properties as well. The pres-
ence of surfactants in xylem was detected by no fewer
than seven independent lines of inquiry, including
fluorescent tracers in xylem and xylem sap, chemical
assays of sap, TEM, ff-EM of xylem sap, surface-
tension measurements of concentrated xylem sap, and
nanoparticle-tracking analysis. These observations re-
quire a reevaluation of processes at interfaces between
solid, liquid, and gas phases in xylem.

Hydrophobic Surfaces in Xylem Conduits

We found a variety of spatial patterns of hydropho-
bicity in vessels, with pit borders and pit aperture rims
typically showing the strongest signals of the FM1-43
dye (Fig. 1, A–E) and surfaces between pits showing the
strongest lignin autofluorescence (Fig. 1, F–J). In a pre-
vious study of vessels inmaize (Zeamays) roots,McCully
et al. (2014) made similar observations: pit borders and
walls between pits stained with the lipophilic Rhoda-
mine B and stained a greenish color with Toluidine Blue,
indicating the presence of polyphenolic compounds
(O’Brien et al., 1964; Feder and O’Brien, 1968). These
areas between pit borders are most likely lignins. As in
another study (Laschimke, 1989) and in ours, pit aper-
ture rims and pit borders provided some of the strongest
staining signals, providing evidence for both hydro-
philic properties, staining with Ruthenium Red and the

periodic acid Schiff reaction and staining pink with To-
luidine Blue, and hydrophobic properties, staining
strongly with Schiff reagent, which normally indicates
the presence of aldehyde groups but also can be due to
residual basic fuchsin in the Schiff reagent binding to
phospholipids (Byrne, 1962; Adams and Bayliss, 1971).
For any structures to stain with both hydrophilic and
hydrophobic dyes clearly indicates an amphiphilic na-
ture. The FM1-43 probe used in our study binds to all
hydrophobic surfaces (we tested it for polystyrene; data
not shown) but most strongly to amphiphilic molecules
and, therefore, is commonly used as a membrane dye
(Jelínková et al., 2010). In our study, FM1-43 provided
the strongest signals at pit aperture rims (Fig. 1), and pit
borders and aperture rims also were frequently found to
be coated with dark nanoparticles under TEM (Fig. 4, E–
H). Taken together with previous findings, the evidence
points to the accumulation of amphiphilic substances at
pit borders and apertures.

There have been various earlier observations of hy-
drophobic interior surfaces in xylem conduits based on
a variety of methods, including microscopic stains
(Laschimke, 1989; McCully et al., 2014), electron mi-
croscopy (Schneider et al., 1999; Wagner et al., 2000),
experiments with organic solvents (Zimmermann et al.,
2004; Westhoff et al., 2008; McCully et al., 2014), and
observations of wetting angles in conduits (Zwieniecki
and Holbrook, 2000; Kohonen, 2006; Brodersen et al.,
2010; McCully et al., 2014). This body of evidence for
plant species ranging from conifers to angiosperms, in-
cluding monocots and eudicots, clearly shows that xy-
lem conduit walls are partly hydrophobic. There is no
question that hydrophobic surfaces have a much higher
incidence of gas bubble nucleation than hydrophilic
ones. For example, Brodersen et al. (2010) documented
average contact angles in intact grapevine (Vitis vinifera)
vessels of 94°, and such contact angles cut the energy
barrier required for heterogenous nucleation roughly in
half (Eq. 1). Heterogenous bubble nucleation would be
evenmore likely when xylem sap is supersaturated with
gas, which can happen at midday during rising tem-
peratures (Schenk et al., 2016). Critics of the cohesion-
tension theory have been correct when questioning
whether water can be transported under negative pres-
sure in hydrophobic conduits (Zimmermann et al.,
2004). However, xylem sap is not pure water.

Evidence for Xylem Surfactants

The existence of hydrophobic surfaces in xylem
conduits together with the massive evidence for water
transport under negative pressure in plants (Scholander

Figure 3. (Continued.)
membranes is obtained after poststaining (F–J). Dark, electron-dense pit membranes occur after fixation with OsO4, sometimes
showing a darker staining at the outermost layers of the pit membranes (K, O, and P). Dark particles (arrows) can be seen on the
outermost pit membrane layers (M and at left in Q) but also are associatedwith pit borders (K–O), pit canals (T), pit membranes (G
and R), and the inner vessel wall (U). Species acronyms are given in the bottom left corner of each image:Db,D. buccinatoria; Ef,
E. farinosa; Gp, G. parviflora; Lt, L. tulipifera; Ts, T. sebifera.
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Figure 4. TEM images of transverse wood sections fixated with glutaraldehyde and OsO4, showing various developmental stages
of intervessel pit membranes. The cambium tissue (not shown) is at the top for A to E and on the left for F. The axial orientation is
horizontal for A to E and vertical for F to H. A dark, electron-dense pit membrane is visible in living vessel elements, with the
outermost layers darker than the inner layer (A). When the cell death process has started, autolytic enzymes gradually remove
noncellulosic components, making the pit membrane more transparent at the side where cell differentiation is most developed
(bottom side in B and right side in F). Pit membranes in fully developed vessel elements of the current year’s growth ring include
dark particles due to the reaction of OsO4 with unsaturated lipids, suggesting a linear and loose arrangement of cellulose mi-
crofibrils, with a variable density and porosity (C and D). A pit membrane in the previous year’s growth ring may shrink into a thin
and more electron-dense structure, with a dark layer on the outermost sides (E). Dark OsO4 staining also is visible on pit border
walls and inner vessel walls (G and H, double black arrows in F) but is absent in a vessel element that has not fully differentiated
yet (white arrows in F). A to F, L. tulipifera; G, D. buccinatoria; H, T. sebifera. Bars = 500 nm (A–D), 1 mm (E), and 2 mm (F–H).
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et al., 1965; Dixon and Tyree, 1984; Holbrook et al.,
1995; Pockman et al., 1995; Angeles et al., 2004; Choat
et al., 2012) calls for an explanation. McCully et al.
(2014) recently speculated that surfactants may provide
that explanation, because amphiphilic surfactant mol-
ecules are capable of transforming a hydrophobic sur-
face into a hydrophilic one. Our study provides strong
support for that hypothesis, as black nanoparticles that
reacted with OsO4 and are likely to be remnants of lipid
surfactant micelles were clinging to lumen-facing vessel
surfaces and pit borders (Figs. 3, K, N, and O, and 4, E–
H). The finding of significant concentrations of choline-
containing phospholipids in xylem sap (Table I) is only
the second published report for their presence in apo-
plastic fluid (Gonorazky et al., 2012) and, to our
knowledge, the first specifically for xylem sap. Our
study also adds to the abundant evidence for proteins
in xylem sap (Fig. 2, D–H). Many proteins have am-
phiphilic properties, including so-called lipid transfer
proteins that have been found in xylem sap of several
species (Buhtz et al., 2004; Djordjevic et al., 2007; Dafoe
and Constabel, 2009; Ligat et al., 2011) and have no

known functions in xylem sap. Our tests for cell wall
and cell debris in xylem sap samples showed that the
very thorough high-pressure cleaning of the cut xylem
surface succeeded in removing almost all of such de-
bris. Therefore, except for trace amounts, the surfac-
tants found in xylem sap clearly originated from the
contents of the vessels, not from other cells.

The finding of phospholipids in xylem sap is quite
surprising, because they are very effective surfactants.
Natural phospholipids are insoluble in water and form
micelles at very low critical micelle concentrations that
decrease with the length of carbon chains. For carbon
chain lengths greater than 16 observed for phospho-
lipids in the plant apoplast (Gonorazky et al., 2012), the
critical micelle concentrations would be far below the
concentrations observed by us in xylem sap (King and
Marsh, 1987). The nanoparticles observed in xylem
under TEM are mostly under 40 nm in diameter (Fig. 3,
K–S), except when they are found in larger aggrega-
tions (Fig. 3, K, Q, R, and T), although their sizes and
shapes can be affected by fixation and dehydration for
TEM and, thus, may be different in intact xylem. The
nanoparticles are clearly too large to pass through most
angiosperm pit membranes, whose few largest pores
are usually much below 100 nm in radius in the dried
state (Jansen et al., 2009; Lens et al., 2011) and are
probably much smaller than that when hydrated (Li
et al., 2016). Therefore, nanoparticles carried in the
transpiration stream would tend to accumulate on pit
membrane surfaces and in their largest pores, as shown
in Figures 3 and 4. The black particles seen in pit
membranes and elsewhere in the xylem do not consist
of pectins, as these are not black under TEM as lipids
are after OsO4 treatment and do not form particles in
cell walls. Moreover, several recent studies have failed
to detect pectins in angiosperm pit membranes, except
in some cases at the outer margin, the so-called annulus
(Plavcová and Hacke, 2011; Kim and Daniel, 2013;
Dusotoit-Coucaud et al., 2014; Klepsch et al., 2016). The
electron-dense particles also are clearly different from
warts, which are outgrowths of the cell wall andmainly
formed from lignin precursors (Liese, 2007).

Black nanoparticles in and on pit membranes and
lining xylem conduit walls can be seen in TEM images
from many previous studies of angiosperm xylem
(Wagner et al., 2000; Schmitz et al., 2008; Jansen et al.,
2009; Gortan et al., 2011; Lens et al., 2011; Scholz
et al., 2013; Capron et al., 2014; Tixier et al., 2014; Li
et al., 2016) as well as in ferns (Brodersen et al., 2014).
Schmid (1965) and Schmid and Machado (1968) ob-
served that pit membranes in young wood show a low
scattering power, in certain instances to the point of
almost complete transparency, while older pit mem-
branes become electron dense again. This seasonal
change in electron density was suggested to be either
caused by an alteration of substances already present in
the pit membrane or by secondary encrustation. The
latter seems most likely, as substances from the xylem
sap could be filtered out and deposited onto or within
the pit membrane (Côté, 1958; Schmid, 1965; Wheeler,

Figure 5. TEM images of transverse sections showing vessel-parenchyma
pit membranes in wood of L. tulipifera. The pit membranes (PM) are
dark and granular on the side of the vessel lumen (A) and in close
contact with a dark protective layer (PL). Double arrows indicate the
plasmalemma (A), and single arrows point to small vesicles that secrete
substances from theparenchyma cell into the vessel lumen (B). Asterisks =
pit borders. Bars = 2 mm (A) and 500 nm (B).
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1981; Pesacreta et al., 2005). It would be fair to say that
nanoparticles in intervessel pit membranes and on
conduit walls have been hiding in plain sight for some
time, although a few previous studies noted that they
only appeared after OsO4 fixation, indicating their lipid
nature (Fineran, 1997; Westhoff et al., 2008). Wagner
et al. (2000) observed a dark layer lining xylem conduits
of the resurrection plant Myrothamnus flabellifolia
(Myrothamnaceae) and speculated that it was com-
posed of phospholipids, but they did not conduct a
chemical analysis. Our findings suggest that this spec-
ulation was probably correct.

More evidence for the lipid nature of xylem surfac-
tants comes from measurements of the area-dependent
surface tension curves (Fig. 6), which are very similar to
those found in pulmonary surfactants (Valle et al., 2014;
Parra and Pérez-Gil, 2015). The composition of both
may be similar, with phospholipids as the main com-
ponents and proteins possibly playing a role in struc-
turing the surfactant layers (Pérez-Gil, 2008). Both of
these very different systems would represent adapta-
tions for gas-liquid interfaces operating under widely
fluctuating pressure conditions that require variable
surface tension for optimal function. Constrained drop
surfactometry provided evidence for variable surface
activity of xylem sap residue, but the experimental be-
havior of concentrated xylem surfactants on small
contracting and expanding droplets may differ from
their behavior on gas-liquid nanointerfaces in xylem
under negative pressure, so it remains unknown what
the actual surface tension may be in functioning xylem.

ff-EM revealed surfactant coatings of xylem sap
nanobubbles (Fig. 8). Although the thickness of the

basic surfactant shell coating the nanobubbles is about
2 nm (Fig. 8, B and C), which is consistent with a
phospholipid monolayer, this measurement is very
close to the resolution limit of the freeze-fracture tech-
nique (2 nm for periodical structures). Therefore, the
coating layer also could consist of other amphiphilic
molecules. As a matter of fact, lipid monolayer-
stabilized microbubbles such as hydrophobic gas bub-
bles of the contrast agent Definity (Brancewicz et al.,
2006) show concave fracture planes (shadow in front of
the structures). Here, the fracture plane as the area of
weakest forces runs along the interphase between the
hydrophobic gas and the hydrophobic fatty acid tails of
a phospholipid monolayer displaying concave fracture
planes (Papahadjopoulos-Sternberg, 2010). Both frac-
ture behaviors of gas-filled nano/microbubbles, cross
fracture and concave fracture behavior, are very dif-
ferent from the fracture behavior of liquid-filled nano/
microvesicles (liposomes or blebs). Liquid-filled vesi-
cles are coated by bilayer membranes, which fracture
along the hydrophobic center of their bilayers (area of
weakest forces), revealing concave and convex frac-
ture planes (Papahadjopoulos-Sternberg, 2010). Such
a fracture behavior that is typical for bilayer-coated

Figure 6. Surface tension of xylem sap residue and cell contamination
control residue of G. parviflora and D. buccinatoria measured with
constrained drop surfactometry as a function of drop surface area rel-
ative to the initial drop size, providing evidence for the concentration
dependence of surface tension (i.e. dynamic surface tension). Note that
the concentrations of surfactants in the residues are unknown and that
the absolute surface tension values shown heremay not be applicable to
conditions in functioning xylem.

Figure 7. Nanoparticles in xylem sap. A, Nanoparticles in xylem sap of
G. parviflora, imaged via nanoparticle-tracking analysis. Image size is
100 3 80 mm (Supplemental Movie S1). Nanoparticle sizes are deter-
mined from particle velocity (Supplemental Movie S1), not particle size
in the image. B, Nanoparticle concentrations and size distributions in
xylem sap (n = 4, corrected for cell contamination) determined by
nanoparticle-tracking analysis. For concentrations and mean and mode
diameters for xylem sap samples and cell contamination controls, see
Table I.
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vesicles was not observed at all in our study of xylem
sap, resulting in the conclusion that many nanoparticles
in sap are, in fact, coated nanobubbles.

Shifting of monolayer coats away from the original
bubble holes after Pt shadowing (Fig. 8) also was
observed in other ff-EM studies (Brancewicz et al.,
2006; Uchida et al., 2016) and may be caused by the
Pt-shadowed coat sliding off the convex shapes created
by the former bubble holes in the carbon replica
(Supplemental Fig. S5). Some wrinkling of surfactant
shells, as observed in ff-EM images of xylem sap
nanobubbles (Fig. 8), also is detected in smaller Definity
microbubbles (Brancewicz et al., 2006) and lung sur-
factant- and lipid-covered microbubbles (Sirsi et al.,
2009; Kwan and Borden, 2012). Contrary to this con-
cave fracture behavior of lipid monolayer-stabilized
microbubbles, the xylem sap nanobubbles visualized
by ff-EM in this study show cross-fracture behavior
revealing an inner gas volume, a basic surfactant shell,
and, additionally, a thicker but fussy glycocalyx-type
layer, possibly made of glycans, contributing to the
stabilization of the nanobubbles. Freeze-fracture elec-
tron micrographs of polymer-stabilized microbubbles
show similar cross-fracture behavior exposing a
roughly 300-nm shell of polymerized polymer chains
(B. Papahadjopoulos-Sternberg, unpublished data).

What Is the Origin and Chemistry of Xylem Surfactants?

The most likely source for phospholipids in xylem
conduits are the conduit-associated parenchyma cells,
which could be either ray or axial parenchyma cells (Fig.
5). Conduit-facing pit membrane surfaces of such cells
often feature a coating of electron-dense material under
TEM, the so-called black cap (Schaffer and Wisniewski,
1989; Wisniewski et al., 1991; Wisniewski and Davis,
1995; Rioux et al., 1998), and this capmay be the origin of
the black nanoparticles elsewhere in the conduits. Fur-
ther research will be required to test this hypothesis.
Phospholipids also could remain in xylem conduits after
cell death during conduit development (Fig. 4).

Seasonal comparisons of interconduit pit membranes
show that electron-dense surfactants accumulate over time
(Fig. 4, C–E), which also has been reported previously
(Côté, 1958; Schmid, 1965). This seasonal change in electron
density of the pit membrane combinedwith changes in pit
membrane porosity and thickness may have substantial
implications for the function of vessels at different ages and
their vulnerability to embolism formation (Li et al., 2016).
Increased vulnerability to embolism is well documented
for older vessels in several plant species (Sperry et al., 1991;
Melcher et al., 2003; Fukuda et al., 2015).

The chemistry of xylem surfactants will require much
more research. Choline-containing phospholipids are

Figure 8. Freeze-fracture electron micrographs of surfactant mono-
layer-coated nanobubbles in G. parviflora xylem sap. Cross fractures
display white gas bubble cores (Pt/C-free areas) and dark, Pt/C-
decorated surfactant shells at the periphery of the bubble cores but also
chopped off, shifted, and wrinkled during the ff-EM procedure
(Supplemental Fig. S5). A, Surfactant coats (dark) shifted away from

original bubble holes (white). Bar = 500 nm. B, Four bubbles (1–4) with
surfactant coats (19–49) shifted away from holes. Bar = 100 nm. C,
Bubble with surfactant coat on the periphery of the hole. Bar = 100 nm.
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clearly a large component (Table I), but other amphi-
philic lipids and proteins may be involved, including
potentially glycoproteins. It is tempting to speculate
that plant species adapted to tolerating low xylem
water potentials in drought-prone environments will
contain different amounts of xylem surfactants than
plants from mesic environments, but the main differ-
ence may be in chemical composition and surface ten-
sion characteristics rather than in quantities.

Can Xylem Surfactants Be Reconciled with the Cohesion-
Tension Theory?

Because seven independent lines of evidence support
the conclusion that lipid-based surfactants occur in an-
giosperm xylem, the question arises how their existence
can be compatible with the cohesion-tension theory
(Askenasy, 1895;Dixon and Joly, 1895) andhow theyaffect
bubble formation under negative pressure (Schenk et al.,
2015). The energy barrier required for bubble nucleation
increases with surface tension cubed (Eq. 1; Blander and
Katz, 1975; Khurana et al., 1998; Chen et al., 2016), which
means that surface tension even slightly lower than that of
pure water will increase the likelihood of nucleation
enormously. Moreover, the pressure difference required
for air seeding through pit membrane pores is a linear
function of surface tension (Eq. 2). Accordingly, it has been
axiomatic for a long time that surfactants would render
xylem more vulnerable to air seeding and embolism for-
mation (Christensen-Dalsgaard et al., 2011; Domec, 2011),
and adding large amounts of artificial soluble surfactants
does in fact have that effect in xylem (Sperry and Tyree,
1988; Cochard et al., 2009; Hölttä et al., 2012). Lipid-based,
insoluble surfactants may act very differently, because
their micelles concentrate in pit membrane pores and their
surface tension is variable and area dependent (Fig. 6). The
underlyingmechanism for area-dependent surface tension
is that insoluble surfactants (the so-called Langmuir film)
are able to pack at the surface without collapse upon film
compression. In contrast, soluble surfactant films (the
so-called Gibbs film) usually collapse instantly upon
compression (Kovalenko et al., 2014).

Predicting the behavior of this four-component system
(gas, liquid, solid, and insoluble surfactant) under nega-
tive pressure is difficult, because there have been no
previous studies of any such systems. The closest com-
parisons would be to drying soils (Or and Tuller, 2002,
2003; Sukop andOr, 2004;Moebius andOr, 2012), but soil
studies have not considered insoluble surfactants. Given
the lack of research on surfactant behavior in porous
media under negative pressure, the following new theory
is offered as a starting point for future research.

Surfactant-Coated Nanobubbles under Negative Pressure:
A New Hypothesis

A coating of surfactants on a hydrophobic surface
can reduce the contact angle to zero; therefore, the ef-
fects of contact angle, w, on heterogenous nucleation

(Eq. 1) and air seeding (Eq. 2) could be negligible in the
presence of surfactants. However, surfactants also re-
duce surface tension, thereby vastly lowering the
energy barrier required for nucleation, which is pro-
portional to surface tension cubed (Eq. 1) and air
seeding (Eq. 2). Surfactants in pit membranes (Fig. 4, B–
H) would have the same effect of decreasing the energy
barrier for bubble formation. Lipid surfactant micelles
jammed tightly into pores (Figs. 3, K–S, and 4, C and D)
would autoarrange into ordered layers at any gas-
liquid interface, lower surface tension substantially,
and greatly decrease the pressure difference required to
force a gas bubble through the pore. Bubble expansion
at the pore exit could potentially be limited by in-
creasing the surface tension of stretched surfactant
coats (Fig. 6). We note that the prediction by Schenk
et al. (2015) that micelles would not penetrate into pit
membrane pores most likely proved to be incorrect, as
pit membranes are clearly clogged with lipid nano-
particles (Fig. 3, K–S). Because the surface tension of
amphiphilic lipids is concentration dependent (Fig. 6),
it is not possible to predict how low it may be in a
given pore. To give an example for a possible effect of
lipid surfactants on air seeding, a surface tension of
24 mJ m22 (approximately the equilibrium tension for
phospholipids; Lee et al., 2001), an effective contact
angle of zero, and a pore shape correction factor k of
0.5 for a fibrous medium (Meyra et al., 2007; Caupin
et al., 2008; Schenk et al., 2015) would require only a
pressure difference of 0.8 MPa to force a meniscus
through a pore of 30-nm radius or of 0.4 MPa through
a pore of 60-nm radius. These are probably realistic
radii for the largest pores in hydrated pit membranes
in vivo (Jansen et al., 2009; Lens et al., 2011) and nor-
mal xylem pressures under unstressed conditions. In
addition, surfactants concentrated in nanopores may
create much lower surface tension than assumed in
this example (Fig. 6). In other words, where function-
ing xylem conduits are adjacent to gas-filled ones,
bubbles are likely to pass through surfactant-clogged
pit membrane pores all the time under normal xylem
pressure conditions.

If bubbles could form so easily in the presence of
surfactants either through heterogenous nucleation or
air seeding, why would these bubbles not result in
embolism under a much wider range of pressures than
observed in plants? A possible answer to this question
is that bubble formation will only result in an embo-
lism if the resulting bubble expands beyond a critical
size at which it becomes unstable. It is well known that
bubbles can be stable under negative pressure as long
as they remain below a critical size threshold (Blake,
1949; Oertli, 1971; Atchley, 1989; Schenk et al., 2015).
That size threshold is determined by the balance of
variables that cause the bubble to expand and those
that cause it to contract (Atchley, 1989). Under nega-
tive liquid pressure, the expansion pressure, Pexp, is the
sum of the internal gas (Pg) and water vapor pressure
(Pv) minus the negative liquid pressure pulling from
the outside (Pl):
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Pexp ¼ Pg þ Pv 2Pl ð3Þ

The bubble compression pressure, Pcomp, also known as
the Laplace pressure, is caused by surface tension and
bubble radius, Rb:

Pcomp ¼ 2g=Rb ð4Þ

The bubble is stable (assuming diffusion equilibrium
between the internal gas concentration and the dis-
solved gas in the liquid) if Pexp = Pcomp and

Pg þ Pv 2Pl ¼ 2g=Rb ð5Þ

Equation 5 is the well-known Laplace equation. It is
sometimes overlooked, however, that bubbles may not
be in Laplace equilibrium at all times. Under negative
pressure conditions, if they are not in Laplace equilib-
rium, they will expand if Pexp . Pcomp and contract and
dissolve if Pexp , Pcomp (Fig. 9). Thus, keeping bubbles
below the critical radius where Pexp = Pcomp will allow
them to shrink and dissolve. In aqueous environ-
ments, that critical radius under negative pressure is
determined by the surface tension of pure water
(72 mJ m22), which is higher than that of any surface-
active substances that may be present. Thus, uncoated
gas bubbles can attain higher stable radii at any nega-
tive liquid pressure than any surfactant-coated bubbles
(Fig. 9). Conversely, stable surfactant-coated bubbles
will be smaller under negative pressure than uncoated
gas bubbles. This observation has important implica-
tions for nanobubbles in xylem. The processes involved
are complicated by the diffusion of gas in and out of the
bubbles (Louisnard and González-García, 2010), but for
simplicity’s sake, the following discussion assumes
conditions of constant atmospheric pressure in the gas
phase in equilibrium with dissolved gas in the liquid
phase (Atchley, 1989).
An example for a critical bubble radius for a liquid

pressure of22 MPa (68 nm) is shown by point A on the
black line in Figure 9. At this liquid pressure, any
surfactant-free gas nanobubble smaller than this critical
radius would have a surface tension of 72 mJ m22, be
located on the black line to the left of point A, and
therefore shrink and dissolve due to the high com-
pression pressure. A surfactant-coated nanobubble at a
hypothetical surface tension of 24 mJ m22 would be in
Laplace equilibrium at22MPa liquid pressure at about
23-nm radius (point B in Fig. 9). If this nanobubble be-
came unstable, perhaps under slightly declining liquid
pressure, and then stretched (Fig. 6), fractured, and
eventually shed its surfactant coat, it could potentially
expand by up to 33 its original radius and 273 its
original volume before reaching the critical size. Of
course, in reality, stretching (point B9 in Fig. 9) and
shedding the surfactant coat (point C in Fig. 9) would
create higher surface tensions than in the original
bubble at point B, so nanobubbles of initial radius B
would now be under a net compression pressure of

points B9 and C, respectively. Thus, they would not
expand and instead would shrink and dissolve (Yount
et al., 1977).

Clearly, stable or dissolving nanobubbles are not
going to cause problems for plants, because they would
not cause embolisms. But how about nanobubbles
above the stability threshold size for a given liquid
pressure (e.g. to the right of points A and B in Fig. 9 for
high and low surface tensions, respectively)? Declining
liquid pressure would quickly cause bubbles to be
larger than the critical size and become unstable. On the
one hand, changes in surfactant-coated nanobubble
sizes would be accompanied by changes in area-
dependent surface tension (Fig. 6), and this adjust-
ment of surface tension with size can increase bubble
stability (Atchley, 1989). Lipid surfactant coats also
can buffer bubble size changes and reduce Ostwald
ripening by slowing gas diffusion in and out of bubbles,
especially when the coats collapse into dense struc-
tures (Yount et al., 1977; Duncan and Needham, 2004;
Longo et al., 2009; Kwan and Borden, 2010, 2012; Fig. 8,
B and C).

On the other hand, surfactant-coated nanobubbles
are unlikely to be stable under rapidly declining liquid
pressure, because this would increase the expansion
pressure on the bubble (Eq. 3; Fig. 9), thereby increasing
the bubble and lowering the Laplace pressure (Eq. 4).
The resulting bubble expansion would eventually
fracture the surfactant coat (Kwan and Borden, 2010,

Figure 9. Net pressure (compression pressure – expansion pressure)
acting on nanobubbles at a negative liquid pressure (Pl) of22 MPa and
surface tensions (g; 24 [white line] and 72 [black line] mJ m22) for a
typical lipid surfactant and pure water, respectively. Calculations as-
sume a temperature of 20°C, atmospheric pressure in the gas phase at
sea level, and constant surface tension. Net pressures were calculated
based on Equations 3 to 5 as Pnet = Pcomp2 Pexp = 2 g/Rb2 (Pg+ Pv – Pl). A
net pressure of zero (point A for pure water and point B for surfactant)
indicates a stable nanobubble in Laplace equilibrium, negative values
would lead to bubble expansion, while positive values would lead to
bubble compression and dissolution. Points B9 and C are the net pres-
sures experienced hypothetically in previously stable surfactant-coated
nanobubbles of initial radius B after stretching (B9), fracturing, and
shedding (C) their surfactant coats. Both would experience strong net
compression pressure. For a full explanation of this figure, see text.
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2012), causing a sudden increase in surface tension of
the newly exposed surfactant-free gas-liquid interface
and Laplace pressure (e.g. from point B to B9 and fur-
ther to C in Fig. 9), which then could compress and
dissolve the bubble. As in pulmonary surfactants,
proteins may play an important role in structuring the
lipid layer and its expansion (Parra and Pérez-Gil, 2015)
and possibly fracture. Fracture of the lipid shell also
could lead to fragmentation into several smaller coated
bubbles (Chomas et al., 2001; Bloch et al., 2004; Cox and
Thomas, 2013). Bubbles minimize the surface energy-
to-volume ratio, and surface tension is linearly related
to surface energy (Yount, 1997; Winkel et al., 2004), so
the surface energy-to-volume ratio of a surfactant-free
gas bubble with the high surface tension of pure water
is the same as that of 27 bubbles with one-third of the
surface tension and one-third of the original bubble’s
radius. Thus, fracturing into coated nanobubbleswould
require less work than expanding the gas volume into a
large irregularly shaped cavitation void and forming an
embolism. Thus, both bubble dissolution and frag-
mentation into coated nanobubbles are probably ener-
getically favored over bubble expansion and embolism
formation.

Recent findings about the effects of surfactants under
negative pressure provide experimental support for
the rather counterintuitive hypothesis that surfactants
could prevent embolism. A negative pressure system
created using a 15.4-m-tall siphon proved to have re-
duced bubble formation when surfactants were added
to the water (Vera et al., 2016). Even more intriguingly,
Dixon (1914a, 1914b), one of the originators of the
cohesion-tension theory, was the first to suggest that
xylem sap may contain compounds that decrease the
probability of embolus formation under negative
pressure. He conducted experiments to measure the
tensile strength of water and xylem sap under negative
pressure and concluded that the findings “possibly in-
dicate that sap is somewhat more stable under ten-
sion than pure water” (Dixon, 1914b). He speculated
that “Possibly this very good cohesion possessed by
unboiled sap is due to the presence of colloids in it” and
suggested that the “fact that the presence of colloids
leads to a large volume-contraction of the solvent may
also increase the cohesion of the sap” (Dixon, 1914a).
Remarkably, he observed that the formation of emboli
was different in xylem sap than in water: “The click of
rupture is not, in these cases, attended by the devel-
opment of a single bubble becoming surrounded by a
group of small visible bubbles, but, at the moment of
rupture, a milky, semi-opaque region develops in the
tube. This slowly rises, and clears away, as it turns into
a mass of excessively minute bubbles. Here, appar-
ently at the destruction of cohesion, countless numbers
of minute ruptures have been simultaneously pro-
duced” (Dixon, 1914b). Dixon’s experiments and those
of Vera et al. (2016) both document a substantial de-
crease in the size of nucleating bubbles, in the latter
case clearly an effect of the added surfactants. It is
not much of a stretch to hypothesize that Dixon’s

observations also were caused by the presence of xy-
lem surfactants in the sap.

It is impossible to know exactly how large surfactant-
coated nanobubbles are in intact xylem under negative
pressure, because they are not under negative pressure
once the sap is extracted. The vast majority of coated
nanoparticles (presumed to be nanobubbles) in extrac-
ted xylem sap are below 200-nm radius (Fig. 7B), but
bubbles may well coalesce or fragment during extrac-
tion or while under atmospheric pressure. Their surface
tension also would change with changes in size (Fig. 6).
Assuming that the observed nanoparticles are mostly
nanobubbles (Fig. 8), it is clear that the surface tension
of their surfactant coats in extracted sapmust be close to
zero, because these bubbles are fairly stable for days
(i.e. in Laplace equilibrium) and, therefore, likely to be
under internal atmospheric pressure. Solving Equation
4 for surface tension, g, and entering the appropriate
values for Pg, Pv, and Pl for atmospheric pressure con-
ditions gives values very close to g = 0 for all bubble
radii (Rb) shown in Figure 7. The wrinkled appearance
of the surfactant shell in Figure 8, B and C, also clearly
shows the low surface tension of that shell, which looks
almost exactly like other images of lipid-coated bubbles
at very low surface tension (Pu et al., 2006; Kwan and
Borden, 2012). The surface tension of surfactant-coated
nanobubbles and their size distribution under negative
pressure are completely unknown and could poten-
tially be estimated using theoretical models.

With so much unknown about surfactant behavior
under negative pressure, it is useful to focus on what is
known. The findings of this study show that (1) lipid-
based surfactants exist in xylem conduits, (2) they
possess area-dependent surface tension, and (3) they
accumulate in pit membrane pores, the most likely lo-
cation of gas-liquid interfaces in xylem (Tyree and
Zimmermann, 2002). On the other hand, there is mas-
sive evidence in the literature to show that xylem em-
bolisms only form at low xylem pressures (Choat et al.,
2012). Thus, xylem surfactants do not appear to increase
the risk of embolism above that expected for the high
surface tension conditions of pure water. We hypothe-
size that this apparent contradiction is explained by the
fact that very small, surfactant-coated nanobubbles
below the critical size for a given liquid pressure are
safe (Fig. 9) and will not cause embolisms (Oertli, 1971).
Given that xylem does not embolize that easily under
normal pressure conditions, it is logical to hypothesize
that lipid-based xylem surfactants function by reducing
bubble sizes to below the critical radius (Jansen and
Schenk, 2015; Schenk et al., 2015). That hypothesis re-
mains to be tested in future research, using both ex-
perimental and modeling approaches.

It is important to note that surfactants cannot protect
a hydraulic system completely against embolism for-
mation. At pressure differences large enough to force a
pure water meniscus through a pit membrane pore, the
so-called air-seeding pressure, the production of small
and safe surfactant-coated nanobubbles or coated sur-
face nanobubbles would not be possible. Any liquid
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pressure that could overcome the high surface tension
of pure water in a pore also would create a very strong
expansion pressure (Pexp) for the resulting bubbles that
would be larger than the opposing Laplace pressure
(Pcomp; Eqs. 3–5). Thus surfactants cannot prevent classic
air seeding and the resulting embolism formation, and
this is consistent with observations of intact plant stems
subjected to severe drought stress (Brodersen et al.,
2013; Jansen and Schenk, 2015; Knipfer et al., 2015;
Torres-Ruiz et al., 2015).

CONCLUSION

Xylem surfactants may provide an answer to the 120-
year-old question of how vascular plants can transport
water under negative pressure (Schwendener, 1892;
Strasburger, 1893; Askenasy, 1895; Dixon and Joly,
1895; Greenidge, 1954; Smith, 1994), even in a hydraulic
system that is full of gas-filled spaces, hydrophobic
surfaces, and saturated or supersaturated with gas
(Schenk et al., 2016). They also may allow safe gas re-
moval from embolized conduits in the shape of
surfactant-coated nanobubbles that quickly dissolve
without causing embolism. Because xylem surfactants
were observed across the phylogenetic tree of angio-
sperms, it seems likely that they are a universal feature
of plant xylem and most likely will be found in gym-
nosperms and ferns as well. The challenge for future
research will be to identify the origin, chemical com-
position, and physical characteristics of xylem sur-
factants in different plants as a function of xylem
development, season, temperature, and drought. Most
likely, the biology of xylem surfactants will be as
complex as that of pulmonary surfactants (Parra and
Pérez-Gil, 2015) and under some control by the living
cells in the xylem. Wood is not a dead tissue, and living
cells are likely to play an active role in maintaining its
function for water transport. The presence of surfac-
tant in xylem adds a new supporting element to
the cohesion-tension theory and also addresses long-
standing observations and arguments from critics of
that theory, thus providing a way forward to resolve
one of the longest enduring debates in plant biology
(Schwendener, 1892; Bose, 1923; Peirce, 1936; Smith,
1994; Canny, 1995; Angeles et al., 2004; Zimmermann
et al., 2004).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Species

Study species were selected to include woody plants from five major an-
giosperm clades (APG III, 2009) and different growth forms: Liriodendron tuli-
pifera (winter-deciduous tree; Magnoliaceae, Magnoliales, magnoliids clade),
Triadica sebifera (syn. Sapium sebiferum; winter-deciduous tree; Euphorbiaceae,
Malpighiales, fabids clade), Geijera parviflora (evergreen tree; Rutaceae, Sapin-
dales, malvids clade), Distictis buccinatoria (evergreen liana; Bignoniaceae,
Lamiales, lamiids clade), and Encelia farinosa (drought-deciduous desert shrub;
Asteraceae, Asterales, campanulids clade). All experiments and measurements
were conducted with G. parviflora and D. buccinatoria, with a subset of mea-
surements conducted for the other species. All grew in the Fullerton Arboretum

or on the California State University campus in Fullerton, California. Some
investigations using TEM also were done with specimens of L. tulipifera
growing in the botanic garden at Ulm University.

Confocal Microscopy of Xylem Vessels

To detect hydrophobic surfaces on lumen-facing vessel walls, tangential
sections of xylem in small woody stem pieces (4–10 mm in length and width)
were imaged under water with laser scanning confocal microscopy (model TCS
SP2; Leica) with a 633 objective. Lignin autofluorescence emission of blue light
between 430 and 470 nm was examined under excitation with a near-UV
405-nm laser (Donaldson and Radotic, 2013). To detect other hydrophobic
surfaces, stem pieces were soaked in water-soluble amphiphilic FM1-43 dye
(Molecular Probes, Life Technologies) at 5 mg mL21 concentration. Lasers at
476 and 488 nm were used for excitation, and emission was set to a window of
578 to 618 nm. No autofluorescence of xylem was ever detected with the 476-
and 488-nm excitation settings, and all control samples without FM1-43 dye
were always completely black.

Xylem Sap Extraction

Brancheswere cut from the plants at a length exceeding the longest vessel for
each species, which had been measured previously via air injection (Greenidge,
1952). Stems were transported immediately to the laboratory, submerged
completely under water, and cut again under water, with the final cuts made
with a fresh razor blade. The bark was removed (from the distal stem end for
positive pressure extraction and the proximal end for vacuum extraction; see
below) for about 0.5-cm length to expose the xylem cylinder. The cut surface
was thoroughly cleaned with deionized water using a high-pressure dental
flosser (WP-100 Ultra Water Flosser; Waterpik) for 2 min to remove cell debris
and cytoplasmic content from the surface. Latex tubing was mounted tightly
over the exposed xylem cylinder, and Tygon tubing was inserted over it for
collecting the cell contamination control and sap samples. After mounting the
tubing, the xylem surface was cleaned again using the dental flosser for 2min. A
control sample to determine the amount of contamination from living cell
remnants from the cleaned, cut surface was taken by pipetting 1 mL of nano-
pure water onto the cut surface and leaving it there for 1 min. It was then
pipetted off andwas included in all chemical and physical analyses. All samples
and controls were immediately refrigerated after extraction. For some chemical
analyses, freshly extracted xylem sap and cell contamination controls were flash
frozen in liquid nitrogen immediately after extraction, lyophilized in a freeze
drier (FreeZone 1 Liter Benchtop Freeze Dry System) for 24 h, and afterward
stored in a freezer until they could be analyzed. Freeze drying was found to be
useful for storing xylem surfactants for a long time and to increase xylem
surfactant concentration.

Positive Pressure Extraction

Xylem sap was extracted under positive pressure for all measurements
that required intact nanobubbles, including nanoparticle-tracking analyses,
z-potential measurements, and ff-EM. The proximal end of the stem was
inserted into a pressure chamber (model 1000; PMS Instruments) through the
chamber lid gasket into a beaker filled with pushing liquid (0.5% aqueous acid
fuchsin solution) inside the pressure chamber. Pressure was applied with
compressed nitrogen at between 0.05 and 0.3 MPa. For most experiments, no
more than 1 mL of sap was extracted, because extraction of larger volumes
typically yielded lower concentrations of nanoparticles and surfactants, pre-
sumably because these do not pass through pit membranes. Sap collection was
stopped immediately at the sign of pink acid fuchsin dye emerging from the
xylem surface. Xylem sap was collected using a fresh Pasteur pipette and
transferred to 1.5-mL Eppendorf tubes.

Vacuum Extraction

Sapextractionundervacuumtypicallyyieldsmore sap thanpositivepressure
extraction, which is why sap for chemical and surface tension analyses was
extractedvia thevacuummethod.After collecting the cell contamination control,
the Tygon tubing was removed from the proximal branch, leaving the latex
tubing around the xylem cylinder, and this was then fitted into Tygon tubing
connected to a pipette tip and, facing downward, inserted into a vacuum flask.
Sap dripping from the pipette tip was collected with a test tube inside the flask.
The flask was subjected to laboratory vacuum for 30 s. The distal end of the
branchwas then cut backbyabout 4 cm, followedby successive 2-cmcuts,which
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were made to all the side branches of the stem until sap was observed dripping
into the test tube. Once dripping sapwas observed, further 2-cm cutsweremade
every1min to allow for slow, continuous removal of xylemsap,until thefinal cut
reached the Tygon tubing at the vacuumflask. Xylem sapwas collected from the
test tube using a fresh Pasteur pipette.

Chemistry of Xylem Sap

Quantification of Choline-Containing Phospholipids

Aphospholipidassaykit (Sigma-Aldrich)wasused influorimetricmode.The
kit uses phospholipase D enzyme to cleave choline from choline-containing
phospholipids and then uses choline oxidase to convert choline (+oxygen) into
betaine aldehyde and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). The H2O2 is then detected
using the fluorescence of an H2O2-specific dye and compared with a standard
curve created with a phosphatidylcholine standard. Previous experiments had
established that all free choline in xylem sap resulted from native phospholi-
pase D activity as part of a common wounding response (Wang et al., 2000;
Bargmann et al., 2009), which could be inhibited completely by the addition of
CuCl2 (data not shown; Abousalham et al., 1995). Therefore, all choline detected
by the assay kit was concluded to originate from choline-containing phos-
pholipids. Because of the low concentration of phospholipids in xylem sap,
samples (n = 4) and their contamination controls were concentrated by a factor
of 103 from the originally collected volume of 1 mL by suspending lyophilized
residue from vacuum-extracted xylem sap in 0.1 mL of nanopure water. After
treatment with the assay kit, fluorescence (excitation = 530 nm and emission =
585 nm) was measured on black 96-well plates (Corning) using a microplate
reader (SpectraMax M3; Molecular Devices).

Fluorescence Microscopy of Xylem Sap Residue

Lyophilized residue from xylem sap (n = 4) and their cell contamination
controls was examined using fluorescence microscopy (Olympus BX41 Labo-
ratory Microscope; Olympus America) to test for the presence of amphiphilic
lipids, proteins, cellulose, and DNA, the latter two to account for cell and cell
wall debris from the cut wood surface. Lyophilized residue was suspended
with 10 mL of nanopure water, then that suspension was divided into two 5-mL
portions that were pipetted separately onto a microscope slide. One portion
received 5 mL of a fluorescent dye solution (see below), while the other received
an addition of 5 mL of nanopure water to act as the control without dye. To test
for cellulose from cell walls, we used Direct Red 23 (item no. 212490; Sigma-
Aldrich), also known as Pontamine Fast Scarlet 4B, which is a cellulose-specific
stain that fluoresced red following green excitation (Thomas et al., 2013). To test
for cytoplasmic contents from living cells that may have remained on the xylem
surface even after the thorough cleaning, we used SYTOX Green Dead
Cell Stain (item no. S34860; Fisher Scientific), which is a cell-impermeant DNA-
binding dye. Water-soluble FM4-64 dye (Molecular Probes, Life Technologies)
in 5 mg mL21 concentration was used to test for the presence of amphiphilic
lipids (Jelínková et al., 2010). Water-soluble NanoOrange dye (Molecular
Probes, Life Technologies) as 13 working solution was used to test for the
presence of proteins. Images were taken at 203 magnification under phase-
contrast, bright-field, and fluorescence modes. Samples treated with Direct
Red 23, SYTOXGreen Dead Cell Stain, and FM4-64 and corresponding samples
without those dyes were examined under excitation with green light, emitting
red light when bound to cellulose, DNA, and amphiphilic lipids, respectively.
Samples treated with NanoOrange were examined under excitation with blue
light and emitted yellow-orange light when bound to proteins.

TEM

Fresh wood samples were collected in December 2014, wrapped in wet tissue,
and express shipped to the Jansen laboratory in Ulm, Germany, for TEM. Small
sectioning blocks were given two different treatments: (1) fixation with a solution
containing 2.5% glutaraldehyde, 1% saccharose, and 0.1 M phosphate buffer at
pH 7.3; and (2) fixation with glutaraldehyde first and then postfixation with a 2%
aqueous OsO4 solution for 2 h at room temperature. The samples were then
dehydrated through a gradual ethanol series and embedded in Epon resin.
Moreover, samples that were treated with glutaraldehyde only were observed
with andwithout poststaining of TEMgridswith aqueous uranyl acetate and lead
citrate to test the potential staining effect on vessel-vessel pit membranes (Ellis,
2014). The duration of the stainingwas 5min for uranyl acetate and 1min for lead
citrate. Transverse semithin sections were cut with an ultramicrotome (Leica

Ultracut UCT; Leica Microsystems), stained with 0.5% Toluidine Blue in 0.1 M

phosphate buffer, and mounted on microscope slides using Eukitt. Ultra-thin
sections between 60 and 90 nm were mounted on copper grids (Athena; Plano)
and observedwith a JEM-1210 TEMdevice (JEOL) at 120 kV. Digital imageswere
taken using a MegaView III camera (Soft Imaging System).

Surfactometry

Thedynamic surface tensionof xylemsapwasdeterminedwitha constrained
drop surfactometer (CDS; BioSurface Instruments; Goetzman et al., 2014; Valle
et al., 2015). The CDS uses the air-water interface of a sessile drop (approxi-
mately 3 mm in diameter, approximately 0.1 cm2 in surface area, and approx-
imately 10 mL in volume) to accommodate the adsorbed surfactant films and is
well suited for assessing very scarce surfactant samples. The sessile droplet in
the CDS is constrained on a carefully machined hydrophilic drop holder with a
knife-sharp edge that prevents the droplet from spreading even at very low
surface tensions. The surfactant film can be compressed by withdrawing the
subphase liquid from the droplet using a motorized syringe. Surface tension is
determined photographically from the shape of the droplet using axisymmetric
drop shape analysis (ADSA; Zuo et al., 2004a, 2004b, 2007). ADSAmeasures the
surface tension accurately and remotely, thus minimizing potential sample
contamination and facilitating undisturbed drop oscillation.

For surfactometry, 10 mL of xylem sap was extracted from both D. bucci-
natoria andG. parviflora via the vacuum extractionmethod. Ten 1-mL samples of
cell contamination controls also were collected from freshly cleaned xylem
surfaces from the same stems and combined into a 10-mL sample (see xylem sap
extraction methods above). Sap and controls were lyophilized to obtain resi-
dues, including any surfactants. Residueswere shipped to the Zuo laboratory at
the University of Hawaii in 1.5-mL Eppendorf tubes. There, 10 mL of Millipore
water was added to each residue sample, including cell contamination controls,
and any residue clinging to walls was scraped off. The sample was then sub-
jected to 2 min of ultrasonic treatment for mixing and another 1 min of ultra-
sonic treatment immediately before every measurement in the CDS.

To use the CDS for lyophilized xylem sap residue, a pure water droplet of
approximately 10 mL was formed on the CDS drop holder. A xylem sap residue
sample of approximately 1 mL was spread at the drop surface and allowed 5 min
to reach equilibrium. Subsequently, the surfactant film was compressed at a rate
of approximately 20% relative area per second to concentrate the surfactant
molecules at the drop surface. All measurements were conducted at room tem-
perature of 20°C 6 1°C. Surface tension, surface area, and drop volume were
determined with ADSA (Zuo et al., 2004a, 2004b, 2007). Data were expressed as
means6 SE (n. 3 unless indicated otherwise). Group differences were analyzed
by one-way ANOVA. P , 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Nanoparticle Analysis

Nanoparticle-Tracking Analysis

Concentrations and size distributions of nanoparticles in freshly expressed
xylem sap (using positive pressure extraction) and their cell contamination
controls (both n = 4) were determined in 1-mL samples using a NanoSight
LM10-HS instrument with a 405-nm laser connected to a syringe pump (Mal-
vern Instruments) and visualized in videos (Saveyn et al., 2010). The concen-
tration and size distribution of nanobubbles were determined using NanoSight
NTA 2.3 Analytical Software (Malvern Instruments). For size distributions,
nanoparticle concentrations in cell contamination controls for each size class
were deducted from the sap samples, providing a correction for the potential
contamination of sap with cell debris and cytoplasmic content.

z-Potential

z-Potentials of nanoparticles in 0.5 mL of freshly expressed xylem sap were
measured using a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments).

ff-EM

Nanoparticles from freshly expressed xylem sap were quenched using the
sandwich technique and liquid nitrogen-cooled propane (Papahadjopoulos-
Sternberg, 2010). Applying this procedure, a cooling rate of 20,000 K per sec-
ond is reached, thereby avoiding ice crystal formation and artifacts possibly
caused by the cryofixation process. The cryofixed sample was stored in liquid
nitrogen for less than 2 h before processing. The fracturing process was carried
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out in JEOL JED-9000 freeze-etching equipment where the exposed fracture
planes were shadowed with Pt for 30 s at an angle of 25° to 35° and with carbon
for 25 s after resetting the specimen angle to 0° (2 kV per 60–70 mA, 1 3 1025

Torr). The replicas produced this way (Supplemental Fig. S5) were cleanedwith
concentrated, fuming HNO3 for 24 h followed by repeating agitation with fresh
chloroform:methanol (1:1, v/v) at least five times. The cleaned replicas were
examined at a JEOL 100 CX transmission electron microscope, providing a
resolution limit of 2 nm for periodic structures.

Supplemental Data

The following supplemental materials are available.

Supplemental Figure S1. Freeze-dried residue from xylem sap of T. sebifera
in water under phase-contrast light microscopy and fluorescence micros-
copy.

Supplemental Figure S2. Freeze-dried residue from xylem sap of G. parviflora
in water under phase-contrast light microscopy and fluorescence
microscopy.

Supplemental Figure S3. Freeze-dried residue from xylem sap ofD. buccinatoria
in water under phase-contrast light microscopy and fluorescence
microscopy.

Supplemental Figure S4. Freeze-dried residue from xylem sap of E. farinosa
in water under phase-contrast light microscopy and fluorescence
microscopy.

Supplemental Figure S5. The basic steps in freeze-fracture electron micros-
copy of xylem sap.

Supplemental Movie S1.Nanoparticles (including mainly nanobubbles) in
xylem sap freshly extracted from a G. parviflora tree on July 14, 2014, in
Fullerton, California.
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